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Introduction: X-ray computed microtomography (μCT) and synchrotron μCT  are a useful means of character-

izing cosmochemical samples such as meteorites or robotically returned samples.  Interesting mineralogies, litholo-

gies, or petrographic structures can be identified in 3D prior to cutting the sample, resulting in critical material con-

servation and preservation [1]. Petrography and physical properties can be investigated without the making of tradi-

tional petrographic thin sections, whose study can complicate interpretation of complex 3D structures [e.g. 2-4]. 

With respect to chondrites, μCT is generally considered a nondestructive technique since the chemical structures of 

silicate and metallic minerals are generally unaffected by x-ray exposure at the intensities and wavelengths used for 

µCT imaging. However, there are concerns that the use of μCT may be detrimental to other components or aspects 

of chondritic samples. In a series of experiments described and reported in [5,6], we examined if exposure to μCT 

causes detectable changes in the soluble organic compound (amino acid) content of a carbonaceous chondrite. We 

have also reported [7,8] on the effects of exposure to x-rays during μCT imaging on the natural radiation record of 

chondrites, in the form of thermoluminescence (TL).  

Samples and Methods: For experiments examining amino acids in chondrites, we used powdered aliquots of 

the Murchison CM chondrite, a sample for which the natural abundances of amino acids has been established 

[9,5,6]. For TL experiments we used powdered aliquots of the Bruderheim (L6) chondrite heated to 500°C to re-

move the natural TL before imaging experiments were carried out [7,8]. Synchrotron μCT imaging was done  at the 

13-BM-D bending magnet beamline at the of the GeoSoilEnviroCARS (GSECARS) facility at the Advanced Photon 

Source (APS), Argonne National Laboratory. The synchrotron beamline setup exposed the samples to monochro-

matic x-rays at energies between 25 and 47 keV [5,8]. “Benchtop” or laboratory μCT imaging [10] was performed 

with a GE phoenix v|tome|x s240 μCT system of the AMNH, which generates characteristic and bremsstrahlung X-

rays from an inclined tungsten target [6,7]. In each experiment, we irradiated our samples (imaged using common to 

harsher than typical duration and intensity) but also kept appropriate unexposed control samples.  Most x-ray ex-

posed samples experienced between ~300 to 1500 Gy [see 5-8 for details].  Amino acid abundance and enantiomeric 

ratio quantification [9,5,6] and TL analysis [7,8] were done with established methods. 

Results and Discussion:  
Amino acids. We found that the abundances and enantiomeric ratios of amino acids extracted from the irradiated 

Murchison samples were within analytical errors of the measurements made on the control Murchison sample [1,2].   

Thermoluminescence. Samples of the Bruderheim chondrite imaged by µCT were shown to absorb a radiation 

dose comparable to that observed by meteorites from cosmic rays, during their 10 to 100 million year exposure, and 

from internal radioactivities during their lifetime. 

Conclusions: We conclude that a synchrotron μCT and polychromatic μCT experiments do not alter the abun-

dances of amino acids or their enantiomeric ratios to a degree greater than how well those abundances or ratios are 

measured with our techniques and therefore any damage to amino acids is minimal. However, more detailed exper-

iments on organic compound exposure should be considered before concluding absolutely no damage is done to 

small organic compounds. We also conclude that typical x-ray radiation dosages imparted into a chondrite with μCT 

eradicates the natural radiation history of the sample, as measured by TL. 
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